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People evolve not only physically as they get older but also ideologically. He states that because of his skin
color he is only looked down upon, if he is ever noticed at all. Of course the term invisible was not intended to
be taken literally. Griffin, the invisible man, first appears as a mysterious stranger, bandaged and seeking
shelter and recluse but progressively transforms into a lawless individual with a proposition to initiate a reign
of terror. The abundance of civil rights groups during this time depicts the inner conflict between the law and
morality as well as constant changes in goals and identity. This directly contradicts what the narrator assumed
in the beginning of the novel, that by being submissive, he would gain power. I had to think hard on my
opinion of Ellison's underlining message in this book In one incident Invisible Man is in his third year at a
Negro college and is regarded by the President, Dr. Ellison manages to develop a strong philosophy through
this character and portrays his struggle to search for his identity. He writes about Griffin's bad temper and his
evil scheme of stealing money and food to survive as an invisible man. The narrator begins to believe in a new
philosophy, "I yam what I am. The members in the brotherhood typically respect one another, defend one
another, and cooperate to obtain specific goals. Some of those symbols are associated with the structure itself,
with Mr. Norton, on a tour of the vicinity The prologue allows us to understand the extent and level of
intensity the novel is trying to achieve. Invisible Man is not giving a name. As the reader we witness his
personal progress, and at times, moments of insanity. Stereotypes are corrupting the world, therefore diming
society. As the narrator, he is nameless throughout the novel as he journeys from the South, where he studies
at an all-black college, to Harlem where he joins a Communist-like party known as the Brotherhood. First
Touchstone Ed. He will be visible to all. An African-American man who refers to himself as the invisible man
goes through life without being truly noticed as a person. Norton, a white trustee, and taking him to see a sight
that rather shocked and offended this visitor, the narrator is dismisssed.


